
NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub is a 

collaboration tool designed to help you 

ideate, collaborate, and innovate. By 

consolidating all the moving pieces of a 

brainstorming session, ThinkHub works with 

the same devices, content and software that 

you already use - meaning almost zero set-up 

time to initiate ThinkHub Sessions, and more 

efficient and productive meetings with your 

peers. 

FEATURES + BENEFITS
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CANVAS
The ThinkHub Canvas is the digital backdrop for your 
ThinkHub Sessions, and can expand up to 20 times the 
surface area of the physical touchscreen. Use touch 
gestures to navigate the Canvas. Enjoy the ability to write 
directly on the Canvas, and pinch-zoom to visualize process 
flows or connect different ideas in your Session.

CANVAS KEY
The Canvas Key is located in the upper left corner of your 
ThinkHub Canvas. In addition to using the Canvas Key as 
your visual aid, you can tap directly on the Canvas Key to 
quickly navigate to areas of the Canvas. 

DYNAMIC MENU
Tap and hold anywhere on the Canvas to unlock your user 
tools. Open any of our built-in apps (Note, Sketch, Web 
Browser), draw directly on the Canvas, undo actions on the 
Canvas, and Save/Open/Email/Print your ThinkHub 
Sessions. 

WEB BROWSER
The ThinkHub Web Browser is optimized for multitouch, 
multiuser group use. Drag and drop the Web Browser onto 
the Canvas to move, pinch-zoom, and annotate web-based 
content. 

NOTES
Notes can be color-coded to help categorize or label certain 
groups of content. Use Notes to jot down quick ideas. Access 
Notes anytime from the Built-in App Tray, or via the dynamic 
Menu. 

SKETCH
Open a Sketch to create a quick drawing on the ThinkHub 
Canvas. Use the built-in annotation tools to select different 
pen weights, colors, take snapshots, and more. Access 
Sketches anytime from the Built-in App Tray or via the 
Dynamic Menu.

DEVICE TRAY
All connected devices will appear in the Device Tray. Each 
device will display as a preview thumbnail until you tap or 
drag the thumbnail to share to the Canvas. At the base of the 
preview thumbnail, the name of the device displays as 
overlay text for additional reference. 

AUTOPRESENT MODE
Toggle ‘Auto On / Auto Off’ to automatically display device 
screens to the Canvas when connected. When AutoPresent 
Mode is on, anyone who connects their device to the Canvas 
will automatically be displayed in full-screen mode.

THINKHUB HELP
Anytime you need a refresher on your ThinkHub tools, 
you can access ThinkHub Help by tapping the question 
mark icon located in the center of the bottom tray of the 
ThinkHub Canvas.

MEDIA TRAY
All media files live within the Media Tray. This includes 
images, videos, and PDFs. To load your files to the Media 
Tray, simply plug in a USB drive to your ThinkHub USB 
port. Once you’ve plugged in your USB drive, your 
content will automatically load into the Media Tray with 
thumbnail preview windows. To share the content to the 
Canvas, simply tap or drag file thumbnails.

T1V AIRCONNECT APP
T1V AirConnect enables you to connect any laptop or 
mobile device wirelessly to the ThinkHub Canvas. T1V 
AirConnect supports Mac OS, iOS, Linux, Android, and 
Windows. Once you have installed AirConnect on your 
device, you will be prompted for your AirConnect Key or 
IP Address. You can reference the top right corner of the 
ThinkHub Canvas for this information. 
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+ MORE

Architecture + Design Firms

Sports Venues

Real Estate Sales + Development

Financial Services

Media Planning

Engineering Firms

Higher Education

SOLUTIONS IN EVERY SIZE

NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub runs on a variety display sizes. Whether you’re 

working with single panel or multipanel walls, or want to collaborate on an interactive table, 

NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub solutions are highly flexible and can be seamlessly 

integrated with your space. Enjoy the available options to work with our all-in-one solutions.

Education - K-12

Inspire active learning sessions for K-12 students and teachers alike with NEC Collaboration 

powered by ThinkHub. Whether used as a presentation tool, a collaboration tool, or both - 

NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub transforms the way that students and teachers 

share information and communicate with one another. NEC Collaboration powered by 

ThinkHub supports all the different types of devices that people are already using. So now, 

teachers can more actively monitor and consolidate individual activity by asking students to 

share their device screen to the ThinkHub Canvas in real time. Once connected, teachers can 

annotate any devices or content shared to the Canvas, and email these changes to 

individuals or the entire class.

Perhaps most powerful, NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub serves as a place to 

consolidate everything you’d need to teach or train a classroom of learners. Teachers can 

house and present any form of media - PDFs, images, videos, and websites - on the ThinkHub 

Canvas. They can organize content in advance by creating different Canvases for different 

classes or subjects. And they can save / resume these sessions from class to class, never 

having to remember where they last left off. 

NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub’s touch gestures mimic much of the gesture 

language today’s K-12 students have been raised with. They are able to immediately dive in 

and take advantage of ThinkHub’s intuitive interface, while utilizing their own individual 

devices to share their progress. Because NEC Collaboration powered by ThinkHub is 

designed for group use, students can more naturally collaborate with their peers in small 

group learning exercises. 
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